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A Found Cacophony
Steven Leech
We take a departure in this issue of Dreamstreets to focus on music history from
Wilmington and vicinity. Ever since its inception, Dreamstreets has given
exposure to the area’s literary artists, both present and past. At the same time
we’ve presented artwork from many visual artists, again both past and present.
In order to gain a better appreciation of our cultural environment, we ought to
have greater access to our musical history.
Unfortunately Dreamstreets is not a recording company. It is also
unfortunate that many historic recordings may be lost, or at least very rare. We
can only refer to them and mourn.
Regarding the history of music, a great place to start is A Guide To The First
State compiled and published in 1939 by the Delaware Writers’ Project of the
Works Progress Administration (WPA). Like other parts of the country, music
emerged from the church, particularly the Methodist Church in Delaware.
In the early 20th century, in Wilmington, the chapter on music in A Guide
To The First State points out the excellence of the Howard High School Glee Club
just after the turn of the century. In the
Delaware Historical Society’s Making History
Newsletter (Volume II, Issue 1, Winter 2018),
in an article entitled “Jazz in the Age of
Blackface,” note is made of Paul F.
Thompson’s Dixieland Jazz Band from 1919.
Thompson’s band was integrated and
included Clarence Sheppard, who went on to
later perform with Mamie Smith, as well as
Willard Burns Chippey, and Jessie McCoy
Hanson. Chippey was a pioneer of unique musical instruments like the
“trombolin” or “violbone,” a hybrid string and horn instrument. Chippey was
also a likely member of the Chippey family who founded a local African church
denomination. There’s a Chippey Street in Wilmington. Not to be left out, Jesse
McCoy Hanson became a virtuoso on the bass mandolin.
The beginning of jazz in Wilmington parallels the music being made
James Reese Europe in that post World War I era, when ragtime was being
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transformed into jazz. It was an auspicious beginning. Wilmington music fans
were well versed with the latest trends and currents in the music of their day.
After the war, with the help of commercial radio in Wilmington, local musicians
continued to make music into the 1920s.

The Man Who Was an
Early Mentor for Clifford Brown

My late friend Ken Anderson had
been on me for some time about Sam
Wooding, who for a time taught band
at Wilmington's Howard High School
in the 1940s. Before desegregation
began its long process of integrating
Wilmington's public schools, Howard
High School was the all Black high
school in northern New Castle
County.
Howard
High
School
produced a number of well-known
and talented musicians, the major
figures being Clifford Brown, Lem
Winchester and Gerald Price. Clifford
Brown had gone to Howard High
School in the 1940s and he and my
friend Ken Anderson were in the
Howard High School band together
and Sam Wooding was their band
teacher. Ken was given the tuba to
play and strongly suggests that
Wooding may have given Clifford
Brown the trumpet. However,
Brownie had already adopted the
trumpet on his own after giving the trombone a whirl, and probably picked up
his first chops under Wooding's tutelage. So who was Sam Wooding?
Sam Wooding was born in Philadelphia on June 17, 1895. As early as 1912
he performed in Atlantic City where his father worked as a waiter. A few years
later, when he was 19 years old, he traveled to New York City where he was an
accompanist for Madison Reid after which he served in the U.S. Army during
World War I. At the war’s end he formed a band called the Society Syncopators,
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which he took on tour to cities like Atlantic City, Detroit and New York City,
where he gigged at The Nest Club among others. Wooding’s musical objective
was to play that new form of music called jazz. In the 1920s, before Duke
Ellington arrived on the scene, Wooding was taking cues from Paul Whiteman. It
was Whiteman who had introduced jazz into the mainstream with his Aeolian
Hall concert in February 1924. Along with jazz pioneer Fletcher Henderson, Sam
Wooding was performing regularly at venues in Harlem like the Club Alabam
and Small's Paradise. Soon he realized he could make more money for himself
and his band, the Chocolate Dandies, by touring Europe during the 1920s.
Among the early jazz greats in The Chocolate Dandies were Doc Cheatham,
Tommy Ladnier and Gene Sedric. He recorded some sides for Parlophone and
Pathé, and performed in clubs throughout Europe, including Germany and post
revolutionary Russia. One song he recorded, "J'ai Deux Amours," was heard by
Josephine Baker who made it one of her signature songs. There is also strong
conjecture that the German composer Kurt Weill was influenced by Sam
Wooding. The music Weill composed for The Three Penny Opera and other
collaborations with Bertolt Brecht contains musical forms reminiscent to those
heard from Wooding's arrangements.
In 1927, Wooding and the Chocolate Dandies toured South America and
had some momentous gigs in Buenos Aires. One could contend that their
influence there had some affect upon Argentina's tango musicians because tango
music later merged with big band music, particularly during the Peronist era.
After returning briefly to the United States, he was offered a residency at
Harlem’s Cotton Club. It was an offer he turned down in favor of returning to
Europe, but in 1931, thanks largely to the world wide economic depression, the
band broke up. In any case, the rise of Nazism would have eventually driven
them out of Europe. Wooding eventually reformed a band after returning to the
United States in 1932 but after playing a residency at Pleasure Beach in
Connecticut in 1935 he could no longer hold the band together.
In the late 1930s Sam Wooding had his own musical studio, and led his
own Southland Spiritual Choir on tour throughout the United States and
Canada, variants of which performed at the 1939 World’s Fair in New York and
at Carnegie Hall later in 1949. In between Wooding returned to school eventually
earning a Master's Degree in music from the University of Pennsylvania, which
eventually brought him to a teaching position at Howard High School in
Wilmington sometime after 1942 by best estimation. He evidently remained at
Howard long enough to leave his mark upon some later notable musicians like
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Clifford Brown.
Sometime in the 1950s Sam Wooding met, and later married, vocalist Rae
Harrison, who sang with his final big band
ensemble after Duke Ellington died in 1974.
The band recorded an album that is nearly
impossible to find anywhere.
In the American novelist Ishmael
Reed’s 1972 novel Mumbo Jumbo, the Harlem
Renaissance of the 1920s came about as a
result of the spirit of “Jes Grew,” infusing
American culture with a magical presence
from the African diaspora. From Haitian
Vodoun, to New Orleans Hoodoo embodied
in jazz, art and verse, American Black culture
flowered in the 1920s in New York and
gained a foothold in modern American
culture. Even though he was only here for a short period, Sam Wooding may
very well have been a local corporal form of “Jes Grew,” which led to a flowering
of accomplished jazz musicians in Wilmington. The influence that Wooding had
upon his students, which included Clifford Brown and Lem Winchester, who
was also a Howard High School band mate, may have served as that intangible
kind of magic that spawned an entire new generation of jazz musicians. Along
with the mentoring and teaching methods of Boysie Lowery, who followed on
the heels of Sam Wooding’s presence in Wilmington, both left us with a lasting
legacy.
Sam Wooding led the good life. Like no one else, he began by taking
American big band jazz to Europe and South American, spreading this uniquely
American art form worldwide, stopping in Wilmington along the way.
Afterwards, he kept playing, performing and recording until he could no longer
do it. He died on August 1, 1985 in Harlem where he began. He was 100 years
old.
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The Secret City of Jazz
Wilmington jazz raconteur Maurice Sims used to book jazz performers
into that ghost in Wilmington, Delaware known to those with memory enough to
remember as the Odd Fellows Temple, which once stood on 12th and Orange
Streets.
“There are three cities jazz came from: New Orleans, Kansas City, and
Wilmington, Delaware,” Maurice declares. “New York and Chicago are where
jazz went,”
In the early 1950s Maurice also had a show on Wilmington radio station
WTUX, making him among an elite; one of the earliest Black radio hosts in the
United States. He was acting as substitute for another earlier Black deejay, who
was Wilmington’s first. He was Mitch
Thomas, and when Mitch was drafted for
service in the Korean War, Maurice stepped
in to fill his shoes. It was Maurice who was
first to spin the great jazz trumpeter and
Wilmington native Clifford Brown’s first
commercial recording. Brownie, as locals
affectionately called him, started out a
sideman on Chris Powell and the Blue
Fames’ “Ida Red,” and later “I Come From
Jamaica,” a song that had a wild Latin tinged
rhythm.
After Mitch left the service, he
resumed his radio career at another
Wilmington radio station, WILM. For a short
period of time both Mitch and Maurice were
hosting jazz and rhythm & blues shows at
the same time on two different Wilmington
radio stations.
Jazz was in the air, but jazz was also in the clubs. Mitch extended his
enthusiasm beyond radio, which he continued throughout the 1950s at WILM,
sharing the evenings with the controversial Joe Pyne, who was among the
founders of the modern talk radio medium. Mitch also hosted a Saturday
afternoon dance show on local television channel 12. It was on that show that the
popular 1950s dance craze “the Stroll” was invented, or should we say,
reinvented. From the ancestral memory of the ragtime era cakewalk, youngsters
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on Mitch’s dance show started to “stroll” to Bill Doggett’s “Honky Tonk,” and
later to Chuck Willis’ “C. C. Rider.”
Saturday was a busy day for Mitch.
After hosting his television dance show, and
grabbing a bite to eat, he’d hightail to
Wilmington’s famous Club Baby Grand at
9th and Poplar Streets to act as master of
ceremonies. His voice can still be heard
introducing jazz organist Jimmy Smith, along
with his band mates, on the 1956 album from
Blue Note, “The Incredible Jimmy Smith At Club Baby Grand, Wilmington,
Delaware, Volume 1.”
Wilmington’s jazz beginnings sprang from the city’s east side where the
acrid smell of tanneries tinged the air no matter which way the wind blew. There
were tanneries on both the east side and west side of Wilmington until the early
1960s. On the east side those acrid odors were mixed with the smells of barbeque
and fried chicken coming from the neighborhood’s eateries, and creased with the
occasional whiff of fresh cigar smoke. That part of town toddled with numerous
jazz venues throughout the late 1930s and early 1940s as folks squeezed out
benefits from Roosevelt’s New Deal that mingled with fears from war clouds
looming from both sides of the planet. These were jazz halcyon days that
blossomed from even earlier days.
In 1916, Dr. Samuel Elbert, one of Delaware’s first black physicians, along
with the National Amusement Company, opened the National Theatre on the
800 block of French Street on the city’s east side. The first floor contained the
theatre where movies were shown for those excluded from the numerous movie
houses that dotted Market Street only a few blocks away, and those further
westward on Delaware Avenue and Union Street. In later years, during the early
1940s, the second floor of the National with its wide view of French Street
through a panel of large windows catching the afternoon sun behind the
marquee was home to The Wilmington Times Herald. The newspaper, a full service
broadsheet with sports, society and entertainment pages, had not been the first
black newspaper in Wilmington. In the late 1930s a feature magazine called
CANDID flourished for a time, but in the early 1920s The Wilmington Advocate
was published and edited by Alice Dunbar-Nelson with her husband Robert
Nelson. Much of the promotional support for jazz performances came from these
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publications. Support also came from Wilmington’s two radio stations, WDEL
and WILM. With studios in downtown Wilmington, top musical acts from the
city would record fifteen minute programs on wax disc or maybe magnetic wire
for later broadcast. Earliest among these, in the 1920s, were Henry “Peck” Morris
and his Radio Boys. By the early 1930s the airwaves were filled with performers
like Maurita Gordon, Beulah Frazier, and Ellis Watts and His Plantation
Orchestra. Two notables were Daisy Winchester and Crash Peyton.

Daisy Winchester’s story began in the early 1930s. In addition to having
one of those fifteen minute radio spots on WILM, and later WDEL, she was
proprietor and host of what Maurice Sims described as a “good time house” on a
street that doesn’t exist anymore. Klund Street is another of those ghosts that had
died of narrow, cobblestoned old age. Daisy’s “good time house” on Klund
Street was a speakeasy in those late Prohibition days as well as a brothel and jazz
spot. In addition to performing in her own place and on the radio, she also sang
in local clubs springing up in the neighborhood.
Crash Peyton, as far as we know, didn’t sing in live venues most likely
because he was white and barely out of high school at Wilmington’s Friends
School. Crash’s real name was Peyton Wertenbaker. For a time he and Daisy
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Winchester had back to back shows on WDEL, where for many he was
considered, with his rich baritone voice, Wilmington’s answer to Bing Crosby.
Crash was also the younger brother of author Charles Wertenbaker, who
dedicated his first novel Boojum!, published in 1928, “For Crash to help him in
hunting the snark.” One could easily speculate that Peyton wrote his side of the
story from Boojum! in his own first novel, Black Cabin published in 1933 under the
name Green Peyton. He wrote a second novel Rain on the Mountain. That novel
allegorized Poe’s “Fall of the House of Usher” to recount the decline of a
southern family of the 1930s.
Peyton Wertenbaker also wrote using his real name in a series of science
fiction stories that were published in the earliest editions of the groundbreaking
science fiction magazine Amazing Stories. By the mid 1930s Peyton, along with his
brother Charles, left Wilmington after the death of their father, the prominent
Wilmington OB/GYN Dr. William Wertenbaker. Peyton’s career was not as
notable as Charles’, who went on to write six other novels after Boojum! and
become a foreign correspondent for TIME magazine during World War II.
Another entertainer from the period, mentioned with great celebration by
Maurice Sims is Queen Belle, pianist, organist and bandleader. Two of her
musicians were Wilson Smith on tenor sax, and Doug Holland, guitarist and
early teacher and influence on future vibraphone star Lem Winchester.
Daisy Winchester would have one commercial recording. She recorded a
tune with the up and coming musical star Louis Jordan. “You’ve Got to Go When
the Wagon Comes” was recorded in 1940. Daisy was not the most successful jazz
singer to come from Wilmington. That honor went to Betty Roché who was born
in Wilmington in 1919, growing up on East 12th Street near many of the city’s
new jazz clubs. In the early 1930s Betty’s family moved to Atlantic City, and
when Betty was old enough to be on her own she headed for New York City. Her
voice got her a job with the Savoy Sultans. She made one nearly impossible to
find recording with the Savoy Sultans before being discovered by Duke
Ellington, who was looking for a singer after Ivie Anderson left the band. Betty’s
first big break was with Ellington’s debut performance of the Black, Brown and
Beige Suite at Carnegie Hall in January 1943. A few months later, in April, she
appeared with Ellington singing, “Take the A-Train” in the movie Reveille with
Beverly.
The war years were not kind to Betty Roché in much the same way they
were not kind to many of the big bands of the era. Coupled with the wartime
demand for shellac, used in the manufacture of records, and the musicians’ strike
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against the recording industry, Betty was kept out of a greater limelight. She was
heard with Ellington on the radio, and in 1944 she recorded four tunes with Earl
Hines and some of Ellington’s band members on the fledgling Apollo label.
Roché, for the most part, dropped out of the prominent music scene. She
recorded a single song with Dave Matthews and his V-Disc Nite Owls in 1945
and at least one tune with Jack McVea in the
post war era. She rejoined Ellington in 1952,
toured with his band through the
northwestern United States, appeared with
him at Birdland the same year and recorded
her only commercial recording with him for
his Ellington Uptown album. That single
recording was an extended version of “Take
the A-Train.”
Like Ellington, Betty Roché would
briefly join the Bethlehem label in 1956,
where she recorded her first solo album, and
took part in the label’s recording of a Porgy &
Bess soundtrack, with Mel Tormé singing in
the Porgy role.
Incidentally, the A&R man for many of these recordings was Red Clyde,
who in the late 1940s was heard on Wilmington radio playing drums in a jazz
combo with saxophonist Bob Cordrey, who had a brief stint in Boyd Raeburn’s
band. Also in the ensemble was Ralph Morris on trumpet, who was Henry
“Peck” Morris’ youngest brother, George Haslan on bass, and either Preston
Johnson or Gerald Price on piano. Ralph Morris, who played violin as well, once
had an audition with the Ellington band, and Gerald Price, in later years, went
on to do some recording with Ritchie Cole, Sonny Stitt, and Milt Jackson.
Wilmington’s National Theatre not only served as the editorial offices for
The Wilmington Times Herald on its second floor in the early forties, but in an
earlier era, not long after it had been built, also had a dance hall on its third floor
where it’s been reported that Bessie Smith and W.C. Handy performed, but these
reports are fast fading, ghost images rumored to be socked away in ephemera
closely guarded by Wilmington’s old-timer jazz aficionados.
In the early forties The Wilmington Times Herald began to promote the
numerous clubs springing up on Wilmington’s east side with names like the
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Circle Bar, The Spot, George’s Café, Bill’s Café, and the Palace Café. Among the
swankiest was The Spot at 703 French Street, just a block away from the National
on that main street for Wilmington’s black community. The Spot’s walls were
decorated with frescos of well-dressed dancers among potted topiaries and hints
of Mediterranean landscapes. Small chrome edged tables under a low ceiling
accommodated a clientele who came mainly to listen. The hottest Club in town
was the Club Harlem, which changed its name to the Club Baby Grand after
World War II, and was located two blocks east of French Street at 9th and Poplar
Streets.
While the fame of the Club Harlem and its post war incarnation still
haunts Wilmington’s current jazz community, it launched Robert “Boysie”
Lowery into local legend. Boysie Lowery was born in Kingston, North Carolina
in 1914. He settled in Wilmington, weary of touring with Dr. Robinson’s
Medicine Show, because clubs, by law, closed at midnight. In Wilmington,
Boysie with his brother Bud formed the Deuces of Rhythm and became a
mainstay at the Club Harlem. Daisy Winchester often sang with the band. She
also sang with two other local jazz bands, Jimmy Hinsley and his Maniacs and
Battell Curry and his Band.
Boysie’s greatest contribution to local jazz was as a teacher. Known by
local musicians for his exercise books, sometimes referred to as “the method,” it
was considered the bible for jazz improvisation. Boysie gave early lessons to well
known musicians like Ernie Watts, who grew up in Wilmington, and Marcus
Belgrave, who lived in nearby Chester, Pennsylvania. Reportedly, Lowery’s
“method” was sought by such renowned jazz musicians as Valery Ponomarev
and Hugh Masekela. Boysie’s greatest achievement was as teacher and mentor
of one of the greatest jazz trumpet players of all time, Wilmington native Clifford
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Brown. Nearly every jazz musician from Wilmington to have made an
impression upon the larger jazz world had been taught or influenced in some
way by Boysie Lowery, including jazz
vibraphonist Lem Winchester, who
would go on to record with a veritable
who’s who of jazz during a career that
was, tragically, even shorter than
Clifford Brown’s. Among other
musicians from Wilmington who
earned their chops from Boysie’s
“method” were Papa Dee Allen, who
went on to play with the jazz fusion
group WAR, Wilby Fletcher, who
recorded with Ron Carter, McCoy
Tyner, and the Stylistics among others,
and avant-garde jazz pianist Matthew
Shipp.
Another
anchor
of
Wilmington’s cultural modernity was
Howard High School. The current
Howard High School, built at 12th and Poplar Streets opened in 1929, is a stately
two story building built of dark red Kelly brick with four distinctive white pillars
supporting a short portico high over the school’s main entrance. Built with
duPont money, it replaced an earlier Howard High School that had been built
shortly after the Civil War.
The east side of Wilmington in the 1920s was quickly becoming
Wilmington’s black section as Wilmington’s German and Jewish residents began
moving to the city’s new 9th Ward being developed north of the Brandywine
River. The new Howard High School became the center for a new generation of
black residents populating the east side.
Howard High School would prove to become exceptional. Clifford Brown
and Lem Winchester were students. Among those who taught there were Alice
Dunbar-Nelson and her niece Pauline Young.
Like all of Wilmington’s black schools during those years when Jim Crow
lingered in the cultural back alleys of the American melting pot, books and
school furniture consisted of hand-me-downs discarded by area white schools.
Musical instruments were no exception.
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One of Clifford Brown’s classmates at Howard High School, Ken
Anderson, remembers one such special day during World War II when both he
and Clifford were music students.
“It was basically the high school choir that was encourage to stay over one
day,” Ken recounted to me, “because we were getting some band instruments. I
think they were passed down from A. I. dupont or P. S duPont (High Schools),
just like books we often got for classroom work. I know I ended up with an
upright double B-flat tuba, and I would contend that the man named Sam
Wooding gave Clifford Brown the trumpet.”
Sam Wooding was born on June 17, 1895 in Philadelphia. During the
1920s he formed a jazz band and did some gigs in New York City playing in
clubs like Small’s Paradise. However, Paris sang its siren song for Sam Wooding,
as it had for many Lost Generation figures from Ernest Hemingway to American
composer George Antheil. Wooding took his band, The Chocolate Dandies
consisting of such illustrious musicians as Doc Cheatham, Tommy Ladnier and
Gene Sedric, to the continent. There they performed and recorded some of the
most exciting jazz sides for those times in Paris and Barcelona on the Pathé and
Parlophone labels. His music had an impact on a wide range of musical talent in
Europe, especially Josephine Baker, who heard a song that Wooding’s band
played, “J’ai Deux Amours,” and made it one of her signature songs. One could
even make a case that the music Kurt Weill wrote for The Three Penny Opera and
The Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny had been influenced by music he’d
heard from Sam Wooding’s band.
In 1933 the Nazis came to power and put the kibosh on nearly all the
cultural activity burgeoning in Europe sending artists of all disciplines heading
for the hills. For many “the hills” meant America. Sam Wooding was among
them. In 1934 Wooding performed at the Apollo in Harlem in a production
staring Adelaide Hall called Chocolate Soldiers, but Wooding couldn’t hold his
band together. Making the best of the situation, Wooding went back to his
hometown of Philadelphia and got his Master’s Degree from the University of
Pennsylvania. No longer leading a band, he turned to teaching. His first job was
as a band teacher at Wilmington’s Howard High School.
It’s hard to assess the influence Wooding had on the youthful Clifford
Brown. Brownie had two of the best teachers in the biz with Wooding and
Boysie. He no doubt learned something about ensemble playing from one of the
great masters of the field. While still in high school, Clifford Brown formed his
first trio consisting of Donald Criss, later Raschid Yaya, on piano, and Bobby
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Burton on bass.
On June 26, 1976, the 20th anniversary to the day of Clifford Brown’s
death, Raschid Yaya staged a tribute at Wilmington’s newly renovated Grand
Opera House. Along with Yaya’s wife Raschida on vocals, other musicians were
James Dixon on trumpet, Vernon James on alto sax, Charles Bowen on tenor, Joe
Kearney on bass and Richard Holmes on drums, with special guest Marcus
Belgrave on trumpet. Boysie Lowery made a rare appearance, joining his former
students for a single tune.
Before, during and after World War II, and while Brownie was a student
at Howard High School and later at Delaware State College, the closest thing
Wilmington had to New York City’s famed Savoy Ballroom for the zoot suit
crowd was the Odd Fellows Temple at 12th & Orange Streets. Photos of this
mecca of Wilmington’s swing time jubilation are rare, if they exist at all. Under
the high steel girdered ceiling of the “Temple,” as it’s still called by those who
remember it, such well known acts like Chick Webb with Ella Fitzgerald, Count
Basie, Louis Jordan, and Andy Kirk came to play for the young at heart
jitterbugging on the boards of an expansive dance floor.
Among the popular local dance bands that were regulars at the Temple
was the Claude & Artie Wells Band with Artie on drums and his brother Claude
taking a turn at either trombone or violin. Another local band to play the Temple
was one formed by pianist Wilber Seal.
“Wilber didn’t have a lot of band members,” Maurice Sims recently told
me, “but by the time he got started he’d have a whole lot more.” After Seal’s
band formalized itself it was taken over by Chick Smith, who was in great
demand by other local ensembles as an arranger.
The most momentous event to have occurred at the Temple happened in
1949 when Dizzy Gillespie came to perform. James Moody was his sax guy, but
trumpet player Benny Harris, who had penned the Charlie Parker classic
“Ornithology,” failed to make the show. Boysie Lowery, a friend of Dizzy’s from
their old touring days down south, told Diz a good replacement was in the
house. That replacement was Clifford Brown, fresh from his first year at
Delaware State College, and who had made it over from an afternoon at
Brinkley’s Pool Room on the east side.
Diz may have been reluctant at first. Max Roach, the famous journeyman
jazz drummer who would later form a band with Clifford, had told Gillespie
about this hot trumpet player down in Wilmington.
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Down on the dance floor, next to the bandstand, ex local ballplayer Elmer
“Tippy” Ray was tugging Diz’s pant leg:
“Hey, John Birks,” calling Diz by his given name, “let the boy play.”
Diz relented. Brownie walked on stage. Dizzy handed him the chart for
the next tune, implicitly asking if he could handle it. Brownie took the chart,
looked at it for a long moment, nodded in the affirmative and handed it back to
Dizzy, who had sat down at the piano, and history was made. The audience
went nuts and Dizzy Gillespie was amazed.
In 1952, Brownie made his first commercial recording with Philadelphia
R&B combo Chris Powell and the Blue Flames. Later, he got a gig with the Lionel
Hampton Band for their European tour. After that he recorded with a wide
variety of jazz notables, and performed at the Newport Jazz Festival in 1955
where he jammed with Chet Baker, Gerry Mulligan, and the Dave Brubeck
Quartet. He also recorded behind jazz singers Dinah Washington, Sarah
Vaughan and Helen Merrill.
Clifford Brown’s stunning musical career is well documented through his
recordings, a career tragically cut short after three years. On June 18, 1956, he and
his band, The
Clifford
Brown/Max
Roach
Quintet
with
Sonny
Rollins on tenor
saxophone, Richie
Powell, younger
brother of Bud
Powell, on piano,
and
George
Morrow on bass,
had finished their
final gig at the
Continental
Restaurant
in
Norfolk, Virginia.
Afterwards,
Sonny
Rollins,
who’d been with
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the quintet less than a year, and Max Roach headed for Rudy Van Gelder’s
recording studio in Hackensack, New Jersey to cut some sides for Rollins’
Saxophone Colossus. Brownie stopped in Wilmington briefly to visit friends and
family before piling into a car with Richie Powell and Powell’s new wife Nancy.
They were headed for Chicago where they would rendezvous with Max and
Sonny. Instead the three died in an automobile accident on the Pennsylvania
Turnpike on June 26, 1956. It was Clifford Brown’s wife LaRue’s birthday, and
their second wedding anniversary.
The news of Clifford Brown’s death hit like a bombshell and traumatized
those closest to him in Wilmington. Reportedly, you could hear people openly
sobbing up and down Poplar Street.
A little more than a year after Clifford Brown died a young Wilmington
man, who played the vibraphone and had a job as a Wilmington police officer,
made some recordings. Lem Winchester cut six sides with The John Chowning
Collegiates. Still students attending Wittenberg College, Chowning played
drums, George Lindamood on piano, and Dave Arnold on bass recorded the
most rare of Winchester’s albums. While the album didn’t achieve wide
circulation, a recording of the sides Winchester made with the group fell into the
hands of jazz historian and impresario Leonard Feather. It earned Winchester an
invitation to the 1958 Newport Jazz Festival. He was introduced to the audience
by Feather and was backed by Ray Santisi on piano, John Neves on bass and
Jimmy Zitano on drums.
The Newport appearance led Winchester to a recording session the
following October with the Ramsey Lewis
Trio, resulting in his first major album in
early 1959 on the Argo label, A Tribute to
Clifford Brown. The album included two
compositions from Clifford Brown, one of
Winchester’s own, “Where It Is,” and “A
Message from Boysie,” which was written by
Boysie Lowery.
While keeping his day job as a
Wilmington police officer, Winchester signed
with Prestige and made a slew of albums
with some of the best musicians in the label’s
stable, including Bennie Golson, Oliver
Nelson, Jimmy Forrest, Jack McDuff and
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Shirley Scott. The only singer Lem backed was Etta Jones. He backed her on her
charted hit “Canadian Sunset,” which climbed to #91 on the Billboard 100 in the
early spring of 1961.
“Lem Winchester was the smartest man I ever knew,” Maurice Sims once
told me, who went on to relate how one summer afternoon Lem bought an
ocarina, a musical instrument about which he was curious, at Salter’s Music Store
on Wilmington’s west side. The two of them, and maybe one or two others,
began to walk across town through the east side toward the Southbridge section
where Winchester lived across the 3rd Street Bridge over the Christina River.
“By the time we got to Southbridge,” Maurice continued, “Lem was
playing tunes on that potato,” which is what local musicians called the ocarina.
Winchester’s career as a police officer was exemplary. He often walked the
beat, occasionally calling in for a break to duck into Wilmington’s Sans Souci
club, where he had stored his vibraphone to work out those tunes that were
going through his head while walking the beat.
The Sans Souci, which opened its doors in 1957 near 14th & King Streets,
was to Wilmington what the Café Society was to New York City. While the Club
Baby Grand and other local jazz clubs in Wilmington were patronized mostly by
the city’s Black residents, the Sans Souci’s owner Marian Allen, who is white,
encouraged a mixed patronage.
Even while off duty Winchester stayed true to his oath as a cop. On the
day Sputnik was launched on October 4, 1957, Lem was off duty at the Club
Baby Grand. It proved to be a fateful night for Herman Henry, who was selling
joints from inside his hatband. He made the mistake of sidling up to Lem and,
according to the story in the Wilmington Morning News the following day, asked,
“Ready to do business?”
“Got the stuff?” Lem replied.
Henry replied, “Yes, follow me.”
The two headed for the men’s room.
“The men’s room at the Baby Grand,” Mitch Thomas once told me, “was
the damn rankest one I’d ever used.”
After offering to sell Winchester four joints, he placed Henry under arrest.
When they got to the police station six more joints were discovered hidden in
Henry’s hatband.
Lem Winchester was always out to impress. He could make you laugh,
but he could also scare the pants off you. One of his scariest routines was to take
all the bullets from his .38 Colt police revolver except one, then spin the cylinder,
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point the gun at his head and pull the trigger. By counting the clicks in the
cylinder’s ratchet he could safely calculate where the bullet was located.
“I saw him do it down at WILM,” Mitch Thomas once told me. “It was the
scariest damn thing I ever saw. It scared the holy shit out of me.”
During his years as a Wilmington cop, Winchester formed a band of
entirely local musicians he called “The Modernists.” The band consisted of
Gerald Price on piano, and percussionist Sylvester (Papa Dee) Allen, who
ultimately joined the jazz fusion band WAR. Billy Davis played drums and

Danny Settles kept time on bass.
The Modernist became an in demand band regionally. So successful had
they become that Winchester decided to leave the Wilmington police department
for a career in music. In 1960 he had performed at the Birmingham, Michigan
Jazz Festival with Junior Mance playing piano. He’d recorded four solo albums
with Prestige, as well as performing as sideman on four or five others. He was
ready to make the leap.
In December 1960 the Modernist performed a final gig at the Club Baby
Grand. In January the Modernists headed for an engagement at the Topper Club
in Indianapolis, Indiana.
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When the gig at the Topper Club ended Lem asked the club’s bartender
Robert Cook if he had any aspirin. The Modernists’ pianist, Gerald Price, had a
toothache.
Like some bartenders are apt to do, Cook kept a pistol discreetly tucked
away under the bar. When Winchester learned the pistol was there he couldn’t
avoid temptation to demonstrate his trick.
Cook’s pistol was a Smith & Wesson, which was enough unlike the Col .38
to which Lem had been accustomed; the cylinder spun in the opposite direction.
It led to a fatal miscalculation.
“The bullet went through the top of his head,” Lem’s younger brother
George Wilkerson told me. George was there. The date was Friday, January 13,
1961.
After Lem died, the Modernists tried to keep going, mainly to fulfill some
commitments, with Gerald Berkowitz playing vibes but soon each musician went
their separate way. Gerald Price eventually drifted to Philadelphia and formed a
jazz trio with Benny Nelson on bass and Milt McLaren on drums. It was his trio
that backed Richie Cole on his 1976 debut album Trenton Makes, The World Takes.
Later, Price went to Paris and on November 19, 1979 recorded The Definitive Black
& Blue Sessions with bebop saxophone legend Sonny Stitt, along with Don Mosley
on bass and Bobby Durham on drums. A rare live version of the same ensemble
with the addition of Milt Jackson on vibes entitled Loose Walk was cut in Italy
around the same time. In addition, Gerald Price worked with singers Dakota
Staton, Sarah Vaughan, Sammy Davis Jr, and Joe Williams. He died suddenly of
pancreatic cancer on February 29, 1996.
Papa Dee Allen played some solo
gigs in Wilmington coffeehouses into the
mid 1960s but left town for greener
pastures leading him to join the jazz
fusion band WAR in 1969.
Music ran in Lem Winchester’s
family. His sister, Millie Cannon, sang at
various
venues
in
Wilmington
throughout the 1960s, often at the Sans
Souci and often with the Al Cato Group.
Cato played bass, Deannie Jenkins on
piano, Ron Smith, the son of former
Wilmington bandleader Chick Smith, on
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tenor sax, Purcell Street on alto, and Stan Williams on drums. Millie Cannon died
on January 22, 2007.
Lem’s brother George, who passed away in 2016, played drums for one of
Wilmington’s most cohesive jazz bands, Infinity, fronted by Larry Williams on
tenor, the late alto sax musician Vernon James who passed away in 2017, and
Farid Majeed on trumpet.
The year 1961 was not only tragic due to the untimely death of Lem
Winchester. Wilmington native Betty Roché recorded her final solo album,
Lightly and Politely on the Prestige label on January 24th, only eleven days after
Lem Winchester died. Ill health would overtake Betty. She died on February 16,
1999.
The knell of Wilmington jazz’s demise had not only sounded with Lem
Winchester’s premature death, following much too close on the heels of Clifford
Brown’s death nearly five years before. It sounded with the crash of the
wrecker’s ball. In a frenzy of Robert Moses inspired “urban renewal,” 22 blocks
of Wilmington’s east side were transformed into barren land with no firm
renewal plan compelling local residents to call this folly “negro removal.” This
event, begun in the early 1960s, created an urban diaspora of Wilmington’s black
community. Torn down were many of the buildings where jazz clubs had once
been, to become ghosts in the memories of those growing old and angry. The
Club Baby Grand had remained for a time because it had been across the street,
at 9th & Poplar, from the northern boundary of what had been called the “Poplar
Street A Project.” By the mid 1960s it was forced to close its doors forever and
eventually replaced by a duplex residential unit. The only other jazz club
remaining, the Sans Souci located about four blocks north of the project at 1330
King Street, closed in 1972.
Unlike larger cities, like nearby Philadelphia, Wilmington was unable to
absorb the urban trauma of having one of its major neighborhoods demolished
on the scale that it had. Coupled with so many of Wilmington’s black folk being
forced to find homes is disparate parts of the city, exacerbating this urban trauma
was the gash made through the west side of Wilmington to make way for the
new highway that would become I-95. Within a few short years after I-95 cut
through the still largely white neighborhood only eight blocks from center city
the highway was considered, in the minds of west side residents, to be a kind of
“wall” dividing ethnic groupings, between an unstable and insecure minority
community driven out of the eastside and a stable Italian American community
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frightened by the encroachment bulging against that “wall.” Social tension
would transform into turmoil as the 1960s wore on.
In the midst of this ominous environment Ernie Watts was just finishing
high school. He’d also attended the Wilmington Music School and had been yet
another of Boysie Lowery’s students. Shortly afterwards Ernie briefly was a
student at nearby West Chester University, then entered Berklee College of
Music in Boston on a Downbeat Scholarship. Ernie, whose musical career would
later include touring with the Rolling Stones, recording with Frank Zappa, an
extended stint with Doc Severinson’s band on the Johnny Carson Show, among
other accomplishments. He continues to successfully record and tour around the
country.
Wilmington’s slide into social disarray occurred in large part in the
immediate wake of the assassination of Martin Luther King. The tensions
brewing between the city’s dispersed black community and other ethnic
groupings, primarily the city’s tight knit Italian community, exploded into urban
rioting, some of the worst among the American cities that suffered the same fate
after the King assassination. The situation was not helped by a protracted strike
by public transportation workers against Wilmington’s only public
transportation provider that had begun in November 1966 and lasted into the
following year, which obstructed the free flow of residents around the city. Nor
was the situation made any better after the riots by the imposition of martial law
for nine months afterward by the Delaware National Guard on orders from
Delaware Governor Charles Terry.
By 1969, when a new Governor Russell Peterson lifted the martial law
order, Wilmington was a severely broken city. Over the next 40 years occasional
jazz clubs opened for business but for only short periods of time, usually caused
by a paucity of patronage. In spite of this, some local jazz artists managed to
break through into the big time. Local alto sax musician Harry Spencer took part
in Sun Ra’s Magic City album in 1965. Jazz drummer Wilby Fletcher not only
recorded with a number of jazz notables, he toured with Lonnie Liston Smith,
Ahmad Jamal, Dianne Reeves, Lena Horne, Herbie Mann and Roberta Flack, to
name a few before dying prematurely in October 2009 at the age of 54. Besides
Ernie Watts, only Wilmington native and scion of avant-garde jazz, Matthew
Shipp enjoys any success among those who earned their chops in Wilmington’s
jazz environment under the spell of Boysie Lowery.
A resurgence of jazz in Wilmington began in 1988 with the first in the
ongoing Clifford Brown Jazz Festivals held every June. On February 24, 1991, the
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Boysie Lowery Big Band had its first local gig at the Brandywine Terrace near
Claymont, Delaware, north of Wilmington. The Boysie Lowery Big Band was
formed by local musicians who were, to one extent or another, taught or
influenced by Boysie as a tribute to him. Along with the former R&B performer
turned jazz pianist Roosevelt Wardell, the band was led by the joint leadership of
Vernon James and Larry Williams, who provided the charts for the ensemble.
The Boysie Lowery Big Band performed regularly throughout the area until 1996,
the year Boysie died.
Survivors Ernie Watts and Matthew Shipp have not forgotten their roots.
Ernie has recorded music with local jazz pianist Don Glanden, and more recently
Matthew Shipp recorded an album, Dreamland, with local percussionist Scott
Davidson.
In November 2012, a nine foot bronze statue of Clifford Brown sculpted
by Jon Hair was unveiled in Kirkwood Park near the vacant lot where Brownie’s
eastside home once stood.
Clifford Brown and Lem Winchester are interred near one another at
Wilmington’s Mt. Zion Cemetery, not far from the Cab Calloway School for the
Arts on Wilmington’s western outskirts. For those who have some knowledge of
Wilmington’s jazz history, Brownie, Lem, and Boysie’s ghosts are still a lingering
presence in those classic tunes for which they are known. Stories continue to
surface about Brownie, Lem and Gerald Price jamming together at the Club Baby
Grand, but nobody bothered to record these events. No recordings of Lem
Winchester’s Modernists have surfaced and the prospect is that there are no such
recordings. Speculation about what recordings of these legends playing together
may have sounded like can make a jazz fan swoon. Many of Wilmington’s
current jazz musicians still mourn the untimely passing of Wilby Fletcher.
Fading deeper into the ether of Wilmington’s jazz history is the ghosts of gone
buildings: the Club Baby Grand, the Spot, and the “Temple,” not to mention
Clifford Brown’s demolished home. As years pass, memories are bound to fade
in a city trying to transform itself into a modern 21st century city, still struggling
with the miasma of uncertainty and faced with those same problems faced by
many other American urban centers. For those closest to the music that sprang
from Wilmington’s jazz past is that fear that its muse will be lost, and that
Wilmington will no longer be known as the secret city of jazz.
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Flirting with Fame:
The History of Rock n’ Roll in Delaware
Bill Haley lived in nearby Chester Pennsylvania where most of his early 1950s
recordings were made. Early in 1954 he signed with Decca records. His first hit
record with them was “Rock Around the Clock. “ It was a record that almost
didn’t get made. The Chester ferry ran aground and the Comets showed up late
for their recording date in New York City. “Rock Around the Clock” was
recorded in only two takes.
History was made when “Rock Around the Clock” was used as the theme
for the movie Blackboard Jungle in 1955. Rock n’ Roll had burst upon the
American cultural scene like gangbusters. Haley provided some of his first
explanations of this new kind of music to alarmed parents of teenagers on
Cousin Lee’s Show on local radio station WDEL. He said rock n’ roll was a
combination of rhythm & blues and country music.
Almost immediately rock n’ roll fever caught on in the Wilmington area.
Nationally, much of the new music
was proliferated by a plethora of
independent music labels, like Sun
Records where Elvis got his start,
Specialty which recorded Little
Richard, and Chess which recorded
Chuck Berry. One of Wilmington’s
earliest record labels was A-B-S
Records, which recorded several 45s
that are highly valued by collectors
today. Standing for “America’s Best Sellers,” A-B-S recorded rockabilly flavored
rock & roll, and indicated an address in Wilmington, Delaware. One of those was
“Little Boy Bop” by Ralph Prescott, and “Miss Mary” by Bobby Lee. Specializing
with a more rockabilly sound, other recordings from A-B-S were the Bridge
Brothers’ “Sticka By You,” Mickey Barnett & the Wilmington Ramblers with
“Just A Memory,” and the Saints with Ken Howell and “Call My Name.” It’s as
difficult to date these records as it is to find copies. Presumably, A-B-S records
were made between the late 1950s and mid 1960s. Another local independent
label was Dandy, owned by Andy Ercole of Andy and the Gigolos on which the
group recorded “Bop Diddle Widdle” in 1955. Dandy also recorded a Buddy
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Holly cover tune, “That’ll Be the Day,” a little later in the 50s by Pat Patterson,
who later went on to be a popular disc jockey on Wilmington radio. Andy & the
Gigolos, with Andy Ercole on bass, Bobby Farenski and Jake Cirello on
saxophones, Matty Safranski on guitar, Joey Ireland on organ, and Vic Holveck
on drums, went on to record another tune, “The Bug,” on local record producer
Vinnie Rago’s Universal label. Universal, and its later incarnation, Richie
Records, began recording tunes around 1959. Some of the earliest sides recorded
on Universal were “Union Hall” by the Montels, “Bells in the Chapel” by Lonnie
and the Crisis, “Office Girl” by Ronnie Worth, and “Rock Around the Rosie” by
the Recorders, which later became Andy & the Gigolos.
Groups from the late 1950s produced on
the A-B-S and Universal labels were not the
first from Wilmington to make a record. In
1954 a local group called the Five Diamonds
recorded four sides on the Treat label from
New York City. Managed by Mitch Thomas,
the Five Diamonds consisted of Leonard
Griffin, James “Jimmy” Smith, William
Loper, Coleman Griffin, and Chick Lloyd.
Even though the group cut four sides – two
45rpms – only “The Ten Commandment of
Love,” written by Leonard with lead singer
William Loper, and b/w with “I Cried and
Cried,” were released in 1954. The other two
tunes, “The Night” b/w “My Love,”
were not release on a Treat Records
45rpm until 1973.
Prior to 1961 only one recording
artist from Delaware had a nationally
charted hit in the 1950s, and that was
Billy Graves with a tune called “The
Shag (is Totally Cool).” It was a hit in
early 1959 on the Monument label,
getting a high as #53 on the national
Billboard chart. Other than having
once appeared on Jimmy Dean’s
television show, Billy Graves’ whereabouts is unknown.
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Wilmington teenage fans also contributed to rock n’ roll history. The new
music’s first group dance, the Stroll, was invented in Wilmington by the kids
who danced on local radio and television personality Mitch Thomas’ Saturday
afternoon dance show on WVUE channel 12.
According to Lonnie T. Edwards, who was among the show’s original
participants, the Stroll was actually invented during the Friday night dances
called “the center” at Wilmington’s St. Matthew’s church at 7th & Walnut streets.
“A bus would come pick us up at the Walnut Street Y,” Lonnie commented
about Mitch’s Saturday afternoon show, “and take us to the television studios.”
The Stroll was first danced to Bill Doggett’s “Honky Tonk.” Later Chuck
Willis’ “C. C. Rider” provided the music. After the kids on American Bandstand
started doing the Stroll on national television, the Diamonds had a big hit with
the song, “The Stroll,” and Dick Clark did the right thing by publicly crediting
the kids on Mitch Thomas’ dance show in Wilmington for coming up with the
dance.
Another local connection to American Bandstand was Bob Clayton, then a
student at P.S. duPont High School. Every day, right after classes, he’d hop in his
car and high tail it to Philadelphia to dance with regular Justine Carrelli. The
couple was a big hit with national fans, got write-ups in national teen magazines,
and even had a national fan club. But when Bob & Justine recorded their own
record in the late 50s, “Drive In Movie,” they got kicked off Bandstand. Except
for some spins on local radio, the record failed and both eventually left to lead
separate lives.
Universal Records was succeeded by the Richie label around 1959. It’s
earliest recording was with a band called Frankie and the C-Notes with the tune
“Forever and Ever.” Richie Records would have a number of close calls and near
misses with national notoriety in the 1960s.
By the 1960s local rock n’ roll enthusiasts were building a little momentum,
thanks largely to success from Vinnie Rago’s Richie label and its companion,
Universal. Richie mainly accommodated the doo-wop side of the rock n’ roll subgenre. Rago’s greatest success was with a doo-wop group called Teddy and the
Continentals, who had a national hit –– on the national Bubbling Under chart ––
with “Ev’rybody Pony,” hitting #101 in September 1961.
Teddy Henry, the lead singer of the Continentals, was a student at Conrad
High School at the time and recorded two more records with the Continentals,
“Do You” b/w “Tighten Up,” and “Crossfire With Me Baby” b/w “Crying Over
You.” By 1964 the Continentals broke up, thanks largely to the draft. Teddy
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Lue Cazz in center, left Boysie Lowery on sax, Jerome Jefferson on guitar

Joey & the Challengers. From the left, George Curtin, Jerome Jefferson,
Charles Hetzler, Charlie Lednam, José Prado, Joe Harris
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recorded a final solo record, “I Call It Home” b/w “Find Someone” on Richie in
1965 as Teddy Continental, backed up by Joey & the Challengers. The songs
were written by Teddy and Jerome Jefferson. Originally calling themselves the
Teen Kings, Joey & the Challengers had recorded an earlier single called “Wild
Christening Party,” an instrumental “. . . celebrating the royal birth to the Duke
and Duchess of Earl.” The record was a “one off” recording on the Rago label.
As far as can be determined, around the time Teddy and the Continentals
were forced to break up, Teddy cut a record with Ruth White on Wilmington’s
Candi label. Candi was one of three labels produced by the Reverend James J.
Chavis. Chavis recorded not only rhythm & blues sides, but also local gospel
artists. Beside the Candi label, he cut vinyl using the Chavis label and later the
Barvis label. Unlike Vinnie Rago, who had no official place of business, Chavis
early on printed the address, 617 West 4th Street in Wilmington on the Candi
label and later 701 North Market Street on the Barvis label. The single record
Teddy Henry recorded for Ruth White and the Continentals was a tune that
Teddy and Ruth wrote entitled “Give Us Your Blessings.” Teddy was not heard
on the recording except possibly as a back-up singer, and none of the original
Continentals were on the record. The flip side is an instrumental entitled “Dog
Time” attributed to The Continentals, but The Continentals were never a band.
Ruth White was not the first female artist to make music in Wilmington.
The first “girl group” to make a single record was The Continettes. Their record,
“Boys Who Don’t Understand” b/w “Billy the Kidder” appeared on the Richie
label in 1963 and was a local hit. “Boy Who Don’t Understand” was written by
Valerie Robinson, who sang lead. The flip side was written by Vinnie Rago, and
the group’s Ventie Jean Williams sang lead.
Another local rock n’ roll artist was Lue Cazz who did not make recordings
locally. Known locally by his actual name, Lou Casapulla, Lue Cazz’s biggest hit
was “The Walk” b/w “Dreaming” on the VeeJay label in 1962. “The Walk” was
originally recorded by Jimmy McCracklin in 1958. Lue Cazz also recorded
“Change Your Ways“ b/w “Daddy Long Legs” in 1962 on the Art-Tone label
from Gardena, California, and “Stop Baby Stop” b/w “It’s All Up to You” on the
Cabot label in 1963. Lue Cazz later recorded as Vince Carey on the Turntable
label, notably the tune “Hullaballoo.”
Another near national success was a band called the Adapters with lead
singer and songwriter Ed Sterling. In 1965 they recorded a tune on the Richie
label, “Believe Me,” which charted high on the local WAMS list of hits. The
Adapters achieved some national fame. According to local rock n’ roll historian
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Hangnail Phillips in the recent book, Histories of Newark, 1758 - 2008, the
Adapters toured the east coast concert circuit with such known acts as Mitch
Ryder & the Detroit Wheels, Gary Lewis & the Playboys, Freddie & the
Dreamers, and the Soul Survivors. Also, according to the same Hangnail Phillips
article, another local band flirted with national notoriety. The band was the
Fabulous Pharaohs and they got good enough to make a national appearance on
the Pat Boone Show.
Another local artist to find
national success is Johnny Neel. Neel
cut his first records in Wilmington on
Vinnie Rago’s Richie label in 1966 with
his band Internal Calm. Two of his
earliest recordings, “The Truth” and
“Where Will We Go From Here?”
were co-written with Rago. After his
initial local success, Neel became a bit
of a journeyman artist, which took him
to recording sessions with a number of
top stars like John Mayall, Irma
Thomas, Ann Peebles, Marie Osmond
and the Oak Ridge Boys. From 1989 to
1990 he toured and cut an album with
the Allman Brothers Band and co-wrote their 1990 hit “Good Clean Fun.” He also
wrote the hit, “Rock Bottom” for Allman Brothers band member Dickie Betts.
The most tantalizing story to come out of the 60s may have been a near miss
of epic proportions, or it could have actually happened as some contend. The
story involves reggae great Bob Marley. In 1965 Bob Marley lived in Wilmington
because his mother was working and living in Wilmington near 23rd and Tatnall
streets. While Marley lived in Delaware he worked at Newark’s Chrysler
Assembly Plant, which inspired his song “Night Shift.” The year 1965 was also
the year that Bob Dylan got married.
Bob Dylan married a Wilmington woman whose name was Shirley
Noznitsky when she lived here and later attended the University of Delaware.
After her short stint at the University, Shirley ventured to New York City where
she was a Playboy bunny then a photographers’ model. Her first husband was
Hans Lowndes, who asked her to change her first name to Sara. After the
Lowndes had a daughter, Sara met Bob Dylan, and became the inspiration for his
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song “Sad Eyed Lady of the Lowlands,” and the rest is history. The tantalizing
part of the story is the possibility that in 1965, while in Wilmington meeting his
new in-laws, Bob Dylan may have visited with Bob Marley, especially
considering that Marley’s mother and Bob Dylan’s new in-laws lived in the same
general section of Wilmington. It could have happened and in spite of the
nagging persistence of the story, no
one’s talking.
Perhaps the final major local
band to record on the Richie label was
The Enfields. The band, originally
consisting of Ted Munda, who played
guitar and sang vocals, along with
band mates Charlie and Gordon Berl,
John Bernard, Bill Gallery and John
Rhodes, had a string of local hits,
beginning with their initial hit “In the
Eyes of the World,” throughout 1966 and 1967. However, their final hit on Richie
precipitated a rift with Vinnie Rago and Richie Records. Reportedly, that final hit
“Time Card” had been recorded at Virtue Studios in Philadelphia, but because of
some sort of dispute Rago had with Frank Virtue, Virtue retained possession of
the audiotapes. Not to be outdone, Rago took the band to another studio to
record the same song. The song turned out to be The Enfields’ final local hit in
spite of lower production values than the earlier recording.
Afterward, The Enfields, after some personnel changes, became the Friends
of the Family. The band, while making a number of quality recordings, never
had a commercial release and the recordings came tantalizingly close to being
picked up by the Kama Sutra label. The group’s lead singer, Ted Munda, did go
on to form a band call Hotspur and recorded a single album, “Sweet Fortune’s
Darling” on Columbia in 1974.
As the decade of the 1960s wore on, locally produced R&B music developed
in sophistication. Jerome Jefferson recorded a group that had been founded by
local producer Effers “Buddy” Bethea called The Dynamic Concepts on
Jefferson’s Dynamic Sounds label around 1967. Jerome also did the band’s
musical arrangements and the group’s record “Funky Chicken” is highly sought
after by collectors to this day. Bethea also produced, on his own Hip City
Records label, a local group called The Overtones with their tune “The Gleam In
Your Eye.” These recordings were made at the Ken Del Studios on the second
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floor of Knowles Music Store at 515 Shipley Street in Wilmington.
James J. Chavis continued to record groups like the Spidels’ “Like A Bee”
on his own Chavis label and, finally, a band from North Carolina called the
Superiors Band & Soul Singer at his studio a 701 N. Market Street in Wilmington
on his Barvis label.
Similar to the way in which the
Poplar Street A Project and the tearing
down of the east side of Wilmington
for the sake of “urban renewal”
seriously damaged the city’s jazz
culture, the riots after the assassination
of Martin Luther King and the nine
month occupation by the Delaware
National Guard put the skids on the
city’s rock n’ roll and R&B culture.
Afterward, the local music scene
gravitated to Wilmington’s suburbs
and was influenced by the emerging
counter culture. Rock artists from
Delaware were boosted by the
reinvigorating musical strides made
within the counter culture genre in the
late 1960s. This was largely reflected in the founding of the local band,
Snakegrinder and the Shredded Field Mice. Formed in an almost ad hoc fashion
in 1969 from a couple of smaller bands –– notably Primordial Slime and the Joint
Chiefs –– the band didn’t get around to recording its first and only album until
1977. According to Steve Roberts, one of Snakegrinder’s founding members, even
bootlegged copies of the album can fetch more than $200 from almost any corner
of the world. A recent reviewer on Lysergia.com said the band’s sound “ . . . is
rich and n-dimensional with an impressive group-mind synchronization going,
creating a vintage Bay area vibe pretty much any time they zoom off into jams.”
The band was the first to perform at Newark’s famous Stone Balloon. Their
implicit message to local musicians that followed was that local artists were quite
capable of producing music that could rival the best around.
A number of local recording artists, who made a national name for
themselves in the 1970s and beyond, actually learned their chops in the 1960s.
One whose beginnings actually go back to the late 1950s was Sylvester “Papa
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Dee” Allen. Papa Dee was originally a member of local jazz great Lem
Winchester’s Modernists. After Winchester died prematurely in 1961, the
Modernists tried to continue, but without their stellar front man they soon fell
apart. Papa Dee continued for a while performing at Wilmington’s early 60s folk
music clubs playing bongos and other assorted percussion instruments, but
when that proved fruitless he gravitated to the west coast and joined the rock
fusion band WAR. He remained with them and was the percussionist on all their
recordings including the ones with ex-Animals singer Eric Burdon.
A major local contribution to national rock history in the mid to late 1970s
came from a number of youngsters who attended local high schools in the late
60s. One was Richard Meyers, who went to Sanford Academy, another was Tom
Miller who attended McKean High School, and a third was Billy Ficca who went
to A.I. duPont. As Richard Hell, Tom Verlaine, they and Billy Ficca took off to
New York City and became pioneers in the New York punk rock music scene.
Performing at CBGBs in lower Manhattan with bands like the Ramones, Blondie
and artists like Iggy Pop and Patti Smith, their band Television helped forged a
new genre of American rock n’ roll music. Other punk bands with which the
three would perform were the Neon Boys and the Voidoids. Richard Hell also
appeared in motion pictures, most notably Desperately Seeking Susan, which
starred Madonna.
The biggest success story for a local rock musician is George Thorogood.
Thorogood attended Brandywine High School and began his career doing gigs at
local nightspots. For a while, in the mid 1970s he performed at a regular New
Year’s Eve bash at Newark’s Deer Park Tavern. In 1978 he signed with Rounder
Records, which produced his first hit album, Move It On Over in 1978, and in late
1979 MCA Records released an album of songs Thorogood recorded in 1974
entitled Better Than The Rest. In 1982 he recorded Bad To The Bone on EMI
America vinyl. Super Stardom was next!
By the mid 1970s Snakegrinder spawned some spin-offs. One of the new
bands was Amazing Space. Aiming to explore the reggae sound, the band was
staffed by George Wolkind, Snakegrinder’s lead singer, along with John
DiGiovanni, the band’s drummer, and new mates, and former Adapters member,
John Southard on piano, and Dan Toomey on bass. At the time of Amazing
Space’s formation, Bob and Rita Marley were avoiding a dangerous political
situation in Jamaica and living in Wilmington. George Wolkind, who knew the
Marleys, asked Rita to join Amazing Space for one of their various venues. Even
though Rita agreed to join the band, Bob reportedly vetoed the idea.
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Another Snakegrinder spin-off was Dick Uranus, which went off into a
more arty and punkish direction. Made up of Snakegrinder bassist Steve Roberts,
keyboard player Dave Bennett, the band included newcomers Dana Smith,
George Christie, Joe Pinzarone and drummer Jim Ficca, whose brother Billy
played drums for Television.
Dick Uranus’ most successful tune was “Vice Squad Dick,” which in 1994
was covered by J. G. Thirlwell. Thirlwell is a post punk music producer, whose
hardcore 1984 album Hole is a post punk masterpiece. Recording under the name
“Foetus,” Thirlwell did not only record “Vice Squad Dick” for his 1994 album of
the same name, but the tune, “Little Johnny Jewel,” penned by Tom Verlaine and
previously recorded by Television.
Yet another spin-off from the Snakegrinder crew was the The Voltags.
Formed in the late 1970s by one of the founders of Snakegrinder, keyboardist
Dave Bennett, the band included guitarist Hangnail Phillips, bassist Rick Reid
and drummer James Keesey, and recorded the tunes “Hot Flash” and “Talk of
the Town,” among others.
From the 1980s into the 1990s as recording technologies became more
accessible, and with the advent of the compact disc making the manufacture of
quality and durable copies more cost effective, the number of local bands
proliferated. Notable examples were Schroeder in the late 1980s and The Verge in
the early 1990s. Sin City, with it roots in the 1970s, is still performing today.
The preceding is a survey of music and musicians from the Wilmington
vicinity that cover the 20th century. It is by no means a concise and
comprehensive history. There are gaps: a number of musicians’ names and
musical groups have not made it into these pages for a variety of reasons. A lot
more has yet to be told, but is a beginning for others to fill in the gaps with the
larger more concise recounting. This also serves as a base for a continuing story,
especially for the role of the emerging hiphop genre and the music that continues
to be made many of Boysie Lowery’s surviving students.
One more quick departing word about the cover art. The drawing is from
boyhood friend Thomas Hodgson, who lived with his family two doors down
from where I grew up in Richardson Park. Tommy was what one might call, in
the parlance of the day, a juvenile delinquent. When he was not in reform school
at Ferris, or Camp Barnes during the summer, we’d spend much of our time
drawing pictures of Batman, and reading Batman comic books. The drawing is
part of a picture he drew in the summer of 1957 and sent to me, a good Boy
Scout, while I was at Camp Rodney.
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